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Abstract

The core of pointly-supervised panoptic segmentation is estimating accurate dense pseudo labels from sparse point labels to train the panoptic head. Previous works generate pseudo labels mainly based on hand-crafted rules, such as connecting multiple points into polygon masks, or assigning the label information of labeled pixels to unlabeled pixels based on the artificially defined traversing distance. The accuracy of pseudo labels is limited by the quality of the hand-crafted rules (polygon masks are rough at object contour regions, and the traversing distance error will result in wrong pseudo labels). To overcome the limitation of hand-crafted rules, we estimate pseudo labels with a fully data-driven pseudo label branch, which is optimized by point labels end-to-end and predicts more accurate pseudo labels than previous methods. We also train an auxiliary semantic branch with point labels, it assists the training of the pseudo label branch by transferring semantic segmentation knowledge through shared parameters. Experiments on Pascal VOC and MS COCO demonstrate that our approach is effective and shows state-of-the-art performance compared with related works. Codes are available at https://github.com/BraveGroup/FDD.

Introduction

Panoptic segmentation is a computer vision task that partitions an image into non-overlapping masks for both thing objects and stuff categories (Kirillov et al. 2019b). With the development of neural network technology (Zhiqiang Chen 2022; Mengya Han 2023; Jianing Han 2023; Jiaqi Li 2023; Qi Zheng 2023; Guyue Hu 2023; Cheng-Cheng Ma 2023), deep learning-based panoptic segmentation models have shown promising performance, but their effectiveness relies heavily on pixel-wise training labels, and annotating these labels is time-consuming. The high annotation cost hinders the widespread use of these methods in practical applications.

To reduce the heavy annotation burden, some works (Li, Arnab, and Torr 2018; Shen et al. 2021; Li et al. 2022a; Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022) propose to train panoptic segmentation models with pixel-wise pseudo labels generated from image tags, bounding boxes, and point labels. In these works, image-tag based model (Shen et al. 2021) performs much worse than those based on point or bounding box labels and is still far from practical use. Box labels (Li, Arnab, and Torr 2018) cannot be flexibly applied to uncountable stuff categories whose shapes are complex and various. Point labels (Li et al. 2022a; Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022) apply to both thing and stuff categories, and their annotation cost can be adjusted by changing point numbers in different datasets and tasks, thus attracting the most attention in recent studies. In this paper, we focus on boosting the performance of pointly-supervised panoptic segmentation model.

Since point labels are sparse, which means the size and shape information of instances are missing, previous methods usually generate dense pseudo labels from point labels.
based on hand-crafted rules, the quality of hand-crafted rules limits the accuracy of pseudo labels. As shown in Figure 1, PanopticFCN (Li et al. 2022a) generates the dense pseudo labels by simply connecting point labels into polygon masks, these polygon masks lack detail results at contour regions where most hard example pixels with large ambiguity locate. PSPS (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022) first trains a semantic branch to generate dense semantic segmentation masks, then assigns the label information of labeled points to appropriate unlabeled pixels based on the artificially defined traversing distance, the traversing distance is based on semantic segmentation masks, manifold features, and Sobel edges, the errors in these three results will cause the traversing distance error and deteriorate pseudo labels’ quality.

To overcome the limitation of hand-crafted rules, we utilize a fully data-driven pseudo label branch to estimate dense pseudo labels. As shown in Figure 1, the pseudo label branch predicts dense pseudo labels directly and is supervised by point labels end-to-end, it estimates pseudo labels by learning from all point labels in the whole dataset rather than based on artificially defined rules, thus our pseudo labels are more accurate than previous methods.

Our pseudo label branch is specifically designed for pseudo label estimation in two aspects. Firstly, the number of ground truth (GT) instances $N$ varies for different input images, our pseudo label branch adaptively estimates different numbers of instance probability maps for different images. To achieve this goal, our model generates $N$ instance-aware queries based on $N$ GT instances of the point label, each query encodes the location and instance information of one instance. The pseudo label branch predicts $N$ probability maps according to these $N$ queries, respectively, each probability map is optimized to highlight the corresponding GT instance region. Secondly, we also train an auxiliary semantic branch with point labels, this branch assists the training of the pseudo label branch by transferring semantic segmentation knowledge through shared parameters.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as:

- We propose a fully data-driven module to estimate dense pseudo labels from point labels for pointly-supervised panoptic segmentation.
- We design an auxiliary branch training strategy that transfers semantic segmentation knowledge to the pseudo label branch through shared parameters.
- We conduct experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and get the new state-of-the-art performance with 63.1% PQ on VOC and 40.3% PQ on COCO.

**Related Works**

**Panoptic Segmentation**

Panoptic segmentation (Kirillov et al. 2019b) task combines semantic segmentation and instance segmentation together, it aims to assign a semantic class label and an instance ID label to each pixel. (Kirillov et al. 2019b) solves this problem by directly combing semantic segmentation and instance segmentation results, then (Kirillov et al. 2019a) improves the results by adopting a shared Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) backbone. OANet (Liu et al. 2019) utilizes a spatial ranking module to deal with the occlusion problem between different thing instances. UPSNet (Xiong et al. 2019) resolves the conflicts between semantic and instance segmentation via pixel-wise classification.

Recently, transformer-based detection models DETR (Carion et al. 2020) and DeformableDETR (Zhu et al. 2020) have shown great success, many transformer-based panoptic segmentation models have been proposed after them. Panoptic SegFormer (Li et al. 2022b) adopts two separate query sets to represent thing and stuff contents. Mask2Former (Cheng et al. 2022) constrains cross-attention within predicted mask regions to extract localized features.

**Weakly Supervised Panoptic Segmentation**

To reduce the annotation burden of panoptic masks, some works adopt weak annotations to train models, including image tags, bounding boxes, and points. (Li, Arnab, and Torr 2018) supervises stuff regions with image tags and supervises instance regions with bounding boxes. JTSM (Shen et al. 2021) generates pseudo labels for thing and stuff targets only using image tags. PSIS (Cheng, Parkhi, and Kirillov 2022) supervises instance segmentation models with point labels sampled in ground truth boxes. (Shen et al. 2019) solves the panoptic segmentation problem by utilizing scribbles as guidance for mask prediction. PanopticFCN (Li et al. 2022a) assigns multiple point labels to one target and connects them into polygon masks. PSPS (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022) assigns the label information of labeled points to unlabeled pixels based on the traversing distance.

**Sparsely Supervised Semantic Segmentation**

To reduce the annotation burden in semantic segmentation, many works adopt sparse labels to train models, including point (Liang et al. 2022; Obukhov et al. 2019; Bearman et al. 2016), scribble (Lin et al. 2016; Tang et al. 2018a; Shi and Malik 2000; Tang et al. 2018b; Obukhov et al. 2019; Liang et al. 2022; Wang et al. 2019) and block (Liang et al. 2022) labels. These methods usually adopt sparse labels to supervise segmentation results with partial cross entropy loss and apply color-based loss (CRF loss, Gated CRF, etc.) to all pixels to supplement the sparse label supervision.

**Approach**

To bridge the gap between point labels and dense pixel-wise labels in pointly-supervised panoptic segmentation task, we estimate dense pseudo labels from point labels as the training label. For an image of size $H \times W$ containing $N$ instances (we take one thing object or one stuff category as one instance in this paper), the point panoptic label offers the semantic class label and instance ID label at several pixels (instance ID label is also applied to stuff regions in this paper), thus we can get the sparse point semantic label $S_{\text{sem}} \in \{1, 2, \cdots, C, 255\}^{H \times W}$, the sparse point instance label $S_{\text{ins}} \in \{1, 2, \cdots, N, 255\}^{H \times W}$, and $N$ instances’ class labels $Y \in \{1, 2, \cdots, C\}^{N}$, here $C$ is the number of semantic classes, 255 denotes unlabeled pixels, the right part of Figure 2 illustrates $S_{\text{ins}}$ and $S_{\text{sem}}$. In our paper, we...
first estimate the dense pseudo instance label \( M^{pse} \) from point labels with a fully data-driven module, then supervise
the panoptic head with \( M^{pse} \) and class labels \( Y \) (the dense pseudo panoptic label can be inferred from \( M^{pse} \) and \( Y \)).

In the following, we will elaborate on the overall framework and each key module of our framework.

**Overall Framework**
As shown in Figure 2, the backbone encodes input images as backbone features \( F^b \), the transformer encoder encodes \( F^e \) as feature tokens \( F^c \), \( F^e \) is fed into four key modules, namely query generator, pseudo label branch, auxiliary semantic branch, and panoptic segmentation branch.

The query generator generates instance-aware queries \( Q^g \) that are fed into the pseudo label branch to guide the pseudo label estimation.

The pseudo label branch is a fully data-driven module and is supervised by point instance label \( S^{ins} \) end-to-end. This branch adopts a transformer-based architecture that takes queries and position embeddings as input, it generates pseudo instance label \( M^{pse} \) based on instance-aware queries \( Q^g \) to train the panoptic segmentation branch.

The auxiliary semantic branch adopts the same architecture as the pseudo label branch, it assists the training of the pseudo label branch by transferring semantic segmentation knowledge through the shared layer weight and position embedding.

During model testing, the query generator, pseudo label branch, and auxiliary semantic branch are all removed and the trained panoptic segmentation branch is adopted to predict panoptic segmentation results.

**Query Generator**
The query generator generates instance-aware queries based on feature tokens \( F^c \) and point instance label \( S^{ins} \). Specifically, the 1D feature tokens \( F^c \) are first reshaped into 2D feature maps of size \( H/8 \times W/8 \), then the query generator projects the feature maps with two convolution layers and gets \( F^{proj} \in \mathbb{R}^{D \times H/8 \times W/8} \), \( D \) is the feature channel number, then we apply dilatation morphology to expand the labeled regions, and downsample the expanded result to get \( S^{ins} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N, 255\}^{H/8 \times W/8} \), the instance-aware queries \( Q^g \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times D} \) of \( N \) instances are generated as follows:

\[
Q^g[n] = \max_{i:S^{ins}[i]=n} F^{proj}[i],
\]

where \( i \) is the pixel index, \( n \) denotes the \( n \)-th query of \( Q^g \), the max operation is conducted for each feature channel of \( F^{proj}[i] \in \mathbb{R}^{D} \) independently. Eq. 1 aggregates the features at pixels labeled as \( n \) through max operation, thus \( Q^g[n] \) encodes the location and instance information of the \( n \)-th instance, it can guide this instance’s mask estimation.

**Pseudo Label Branch**
Similar to the panoptic head of Panoptic Segformer (Li et al. 2022b), our pseudo label branch contains several stacked transformer decoder layers, it takes several queries and corresponding position embeddings as input and predicts a single-channel probability map for each query, the query is refined every time it passes through a transformer decoder layer, while the position embedding is not refined.
As shown in Figure 2, for \( N \) labeled instances in the input image, \( N \) instance-aware queries \( Q^a \) are generated by the query generator, and \( N \) position embeddings \( \hat{Q}^p \) are index selected from \( C \) shared semantic position embeddings utilizing \( N \) instances’ class labels \( Y \), the selecting process is shown in Figure 3. Then the pseudo label branch predicts \( N \) single-channel probability maps based on \( Q^a \) and \( \hat{Q}^p \), each single-channel probability map is correlated with one instance and highlights the instance region in the input image. These single-channel probability maps form a \( N \)-channel probability map \( P^{pse} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times H \times W} \), and the pseudo instance label \( M^{pse} \) is estimated as follows:

\[
M^{pse}[i] = \arg \max_n P^{pse}_n[i],
\]

where \( n \) is the channel index and \( i \) is the pixel index.

To train the pseudo label branch, we adopt the point instance label \( S^{ins} \) to optimize \( P^{pse} \) with partial cross-entropy loss \( L_{pCE} \) and apply the color-prior loss (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022; Tian et al. 2021) \( L_{col} \) to all pixels of \( P^{pse} \) to supplement the sparse supervision of \( S^{ins} \).

The partial cross entropy loss \( L_{pCE} \) is defined as

\[
L_{pCE}(P^{pse}, S^{ins}) = -\frac{1}{Z_{pCE}} \sum_{S^{ins}[i] \neq 255} \log P^{pse}_{S^{ins}[i]}[i],
\]

where \( i \) is the pixel index, \( S^{ins}[i] \) is the instance ID label of \( i \)-th pixel, \( P^{pse}_{S^{ins}[i]}[i] \) is the \( S^{ins}[i] \)-th channel of \( P^{pse}[i] \), 255 denotes unlabeled pixels which are ignored in Eq. 3. \( Z_{pCE} \) is the normalizing factor, it is the number of labeled pixels.

The color-prior loss \( L_{col} \) is defined as:

\[
L_{col} = -\frac{1}{Z_{col}} \sum_{i=1}^{HW} \sum_{j \in N_i} A_{i,j} \log P^{pse}[i]^T P^{pse}[j],
\]

where \( Z_{col} = \sum_{i=1}^{HW} \sum_{j \in N_i} A_{i,j} \) is the normalizing factor, \( i \) and \( j \) are pixel indexes, \( N_i \) denotes neighboring pixels of \( i \), \( A_{i,j} \) is the color affinity and is computed as follows:

\[
A_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \exp\{-\frac{1}{2} \| I^{LAB}[i] - I^{LAB}[j] \|_2^2 \} > 0.3 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( I^{LAB} \) is the LAB color format of input image \( I \), \( \| \cdot \|_2 \) is the two norm function.

Besides Eq. 4 and 5, we further supervise \( P^{pse} \) with the pseudo instance label \( M^{pse} \) in a self-training manner through cross-entropy loss \( L_{CE} \):

\[
L_{CE}(P^{pse}, M^{pse}) = -\frac{1}{HW} \sum_{i=1}^{HW} \log P^{pse}_{M^{pse}[i]}[i],
\]

where \( i \) is the pixel index, \( M^{pse}[i] = \arg \max_n P^{pse}_n[i] \) indicates the most confident channel of \( P^{pse}[i] \), this loss optimizes the most confident channel \( P^{pse}_n[i] \) towards 1 and reduces the uncertainty of \( P^{pse}[i] \). Since most pixels in \( M^{pse} \) contain right labels, this loss optimizes \( P^{pse}_n \)’s most pixels in the right direction and improves \( P^{pse} \)’s quality.

With the constraints of \( S^{ins} \) and \( M^{pse} \), the total loss for the pseudo label branch is:

\[
L_{pse} = L_{pCE}(P^{pse}, S^{ins}) + L_{CE}(P^{pse}, M^{pse}) + L_{col} \tag{7}
\]

**Auxiliary Semantic Branch**

The auxiliary semantic branch adopts the same architecture as the pseudo label branch and shares the layer weight and position embeddings with the latter. As shown in Figure 2, this branch takes \( C \) semantic queries and semantic position embeddings as input and predicts a \( C \)-channel semantic segmentation map \( P^{sem} \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times H \times W} \), the \( c \)-th channel highlights the region belonging to the \( c \)-th semantic class.

Similar to the pseudo label branch, we adopt point semantic label \( S^{sem} \) and color-prior loss to supervise \( P^{sem} \). The color-prior loss for \( P^{sem} \) is

\[
L_{col} = -\frac{1}{Z_{col}} \sum_{i=1}^{HW} \sum_{j \in N_i} A_{i,j} \log(P^{sem}[i]^T P^{sem}[j]),
\]

where \( Z_{col}, N_i, \) and \( A_{i,j} \) are the same as those in Eq. 4 of \( L_{col} \). The total loss for \( P^{sem} \) is as follows:

\[
L_{sem} = L_{pCE}(P^{sem}, S^{sem}) + L_{col} \tag{9}
\]

where partial cross entropy loss \( L_{pCE}(P^{sem}, S^{sem}) \) supervises \( P^{sem} \) with labeled pixels in \( S^{sem} \) through cross entropy loss and ignores unlabeled pixels. Here we don’t utilize the dense pseudo semantic label \( M^{sem} \) generated from \( P^{sem} \) because auxiliary semantic branch aims to assist the pseudo label branch training, \( M^{sem} \) may improve auxiliary semantic branch’s performance but also brings more constraints to the shared parameters of pseudo label branch and deteriorates the quality of \( M^{pse} \).

**Panoptic Segmentation Branch**

We adopt Panoptic Segformer (Li et al. 2022b)’s panoptic head as our panoptic segmentation branch, which contains a location decoder, a mask decoder, and a classification branch, these three modules are trained with detection loss, dice loss, and focal loss, respectively, the detail of these losses is in (Li et al. 2022b), here we simply adopt \( L_{pan} \) to denote the sum of these losses. We adopt the pseudo instance label \( M^{pse} \) and class label \( Y \) mentioned above to optimize the dice loss and focal loss, and generate bounding boxes from \( M^{pse} \) to optimize the detection loss.
Model Training

During the training process, the pseudo label branch, auxiliary semantic branch, and panoptic segmentation branch are optimized simultaneously by loss $L_{pse}$, $L_{sem}$ and $L_{pan}$, respectively, the total loss is:

$$L_{total} = L_{pse} + \lambda_{sem} L_{sem} + L_{pan},$$

(10)

where $\lambda_{sem}$ is a balance factor to adjust the influence of the auxiliary semantic branch on the pseudo label branch.

Experiments

Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

All experiments are carried out on PASCAL VOC 2012 (Everingham et al. 2009) and MS COCO 2017 (Lin et al. 2014). VOC comprises 20 thing classes (foreground classes) and a stuff class (background class). Following (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022), we augment the VOC train set with SBD train set (Hariharan et al. 2011), getting a training set of 10,582 images, and refer to this set as train_aug set. COCO includes 80 thing classes and 53 stuff classes, it comprises 118,000 training images and 5,000 validation images. We employ the panoptic quality (PQ) metric to assess the segmentation performance of trained models.

Since there are no publicly available manually annotated point labels for panoptic segmentation on COCO and VOC, previous works sample point labels from ground truth masks to simulate the human annotating process. We follow PSPS (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022) and generate point labels by randomly sampling points from the ground truth masks with a uniform distribution. In our paper, We adopt single-point label $P_1$ (one point label per instance) and ten-point label $P_{10}$ (ten point labels per instance). The point label is sampled once and fixed in all experiments.

Implementation Details

We build our framework based on Panoptic SegFormer (Li et al. 2022b) with a resnet50 (He et al. 2016) backbone by adding a pseudo label branch, an auxiliary semantic branch, and a query generator to it, the panoptic segmentation branch is the same as that of Panoptic SegFormer. Our model adopts the same training recipe of (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022), namely AdamW optimizer with weight decay 1e-4 and learning rate 1.4e-4. Besides, we apply a linear warm-up schedule to the losses utilizing $M_{pse}$ as supervision to reduce the influence of noisy $M_{pse}$ at early training epochs. The color-prior loss adopts the same setting in (Fan, Zhang, and Tan 2022). $\lambda_{sem}$ is set to 1 and 0.1 for $P_1$ and $P_{10}$ settings, respectively.

Ablation Study

In this part, we conduct experiments to analyze the effectiveness of each module in our framework, all the models are trained on VOC train set and evaluated on VOC val set with PQ. We adopt single-point label $P_1$ and ten-point label $P_{10}$ as supervision. Specifically, we analyze the influence of balance factor $\lambda_{sem}$, parameter sharing strategy, self-training, color-prior loss, point sampling strategy, and supervision for the panoptic branch on model performance. The following is a detailed description of these analyses. We also show additional analysis results in the supplemental material.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\lambda_{sem}$</th>
<th>$P_1$ PQ</th>
<th>$P_{10}$ PQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>61.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>61.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Influence of balance factor $\lambda_{sem}$.

Figure 4: “with aux” denotes “with auxiliary branch”, “no aux” denotes “without auxiliary branch ($\lambda_{sem} = 0$)”, “sem” denotes semantic segmentation results from auxiliary branch, “pan” denotes pseudo panoptic labels from pseudo label branch, models are trained with $P_1$. The model without auxiliary branch usually underestimates ((a), (b), (c), (d), (e)) or overestimates ((f), (g)) the foreground object region.

Influence of Balance Factor $\lambda_{sem}$. The balance factor $\lambda_{sem}$ in Eq. 10 determines the optimization priority of the auxiliary semantic branch. We train the model by setting $\lambda_{sem}$ to different values and the results are shown in Table 1, the model gets the best performance with $\lambda_{sem} = 1$ and $\lambda_{sem} = 0.1$ when trained with $P_1$ and $P_{10}$, respectively. Models with $\lambda_{sem} > 0$ always perform better than those with $\lambda_{sem} = 0$ in both $P_1$ and $P_{10}$ settings. We also compare pseudo labels of the model with or without ($\lambda_{sem} = 0$) auxiliary branch in Figure 4, the model without auxiliary branch usually underestimates or overestimates the foreground object region. These results demonstrate that the constraints of the auxiliary semantic branch play a critical role in assisting the pseudo label branch training.

Influence of Parameter Sharing Strategy. Our auxiliary semantic branch transfers semantic segmentation knowledge to pseudo label branch by sharing its layer weight and position embedding. Here we also evaluate model’s performance when using independent layer weight or position embedding. The result in Table 2 shows that sharing layer weight and position embedding performs best, demonstrating our default sharing strategy is the best.

Instance Information Injection Choice. Our model injects
instance information to pseudo label branch by generating instance-aware queries for it, here we also generate instance-aware position embeddings for it with the query generator and feed the shared semantic queries to it. As shown in Table 3, injecting instance information to position embeddings performs much worse, demonstrating the effectiveness of our default injection choice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pos</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>62.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>query</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Ablation results of instance information injection choice. “query, pos” denote injecting instance information to the query and position embedding of the pseudo label branch, respectively.

**Query Feature Map Choice.** The query generator generates instance-aware query $Q^g$ from the feature map $F^{proj}$, here we replace $F^{proj}$ with a directly learned 2D embedding of the same size to generate $Q^g$. As shown in Table 4, the new model performs worse than our default model, this is because the learned embedding encodes less instance information than $F^{proj}$ and fails to guide pseudo label branch to estimate accurate pseudo labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generate $Q^g$ from</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F^{proj}$</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D embedding</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>61.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Query feature map ablation results in PQ.

**Influence of Self-Training.** In this part, we conduct experiments to study the influence of self-training. We supervise the pseudo label branch with $M^{psc}$ through Eq. 6 in a self-training manner by default, here we also get $M^{sem}$ from mask logits $P^{sem}$ of the auxiliary semantic branch and supervise $F^{sem}$ with $M^{sem}$ in a self-training manner. The results when applying self-training to different branches are shown in Table 5. Our model performs best in both $P_1$ and $P_{10}$ settings when applying self-training to the pseudo label branch alone, further adding self-training loss to the auxiliary semantic branch just deteriorates model’s performance. We think this is because self-training for the auxiliary semantic branch forces the shared layer weight to learn to predict better semantic segmentation results and hinders the pseudo label branch’s instance discrimination learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settings</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>auxiliary</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Ablation results of self-training.

**Influence of Color-Prior Loss.** In this part, we conduct experiments to study the influence of color prior loss on the pseudo label branch and auxiliary semantic branch. We train the model by applying this loss to different branches and the results are shown in Table 6. The model performs best when applying this loss to both branches and deteriorates when removing this loss. This loss supplements the sparse supervision of point labels by applying dense color-based constraints to all pixels, thus improving the model’s performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>center-biased</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>62.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uniform</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>border-biased</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>60.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Results when applying $L_{col}$ to different branches.

**Influence of Point Sampling Strategy.** In this part, we study the influence of point label sampling strategies. By default, we randomly sample point labels from ground truth masks with a uniform distribution. Following PSPS, we also sample points with border-biased strategy and center-biased strategy. The border-biased strategy first builds a probability density map according to the square of Euclidean distance from each pixel to the centroid of the corresponding instance mask, then samples points based on the normalized probability map. The center-biased strategy samples points similarly by reversing the distance based probability map. As shown in Table 7, the center-biased strategy and uniform strategy perform similarly, the border-biased strategy performs much worse than the other two strategies. We should note that the center-biased strategy and uniform strategy are more in line with human intuition and easier to conduct than the border-biased strategy, thus our model will perform well with manually annotated points in practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>$P_1$</th>
<th>$P_{10}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>point label</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pseudo label</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>63.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Supervision ablation for the panoptic branch.
Supervision for the Panoptic Branch. By default, we train the panoptic branch with dense pseudo instance labels $M_{\text{pse}}$ from the pseudo label branch. In this part, we keep the pseudo label branch and the auxiliary semantic branch intact and train the panoptic branch with point labels. Specifically, we supervise the panoptic branch’s mask decoder with point labels through partial cross entropy loss, for the location decoder of the panoptic branch, we use bounding boxes of $P_{10}$ labels and expand $P_1$ labels to $400 \times 400$ boxes to train it through detection loss (the model performs best with the size $400 \times 400$ in $P_1$ setting). As shown in Table 8, the panoptic branch deteriorates dramatically when supervised with point labels directly, demonstrating that estimating dense pseudo labels from point labels to train the panoptic head is necessary. This is because bounding boxes from dense pseudo labels are more accurate than those from point labels (especially for one-point labels), and pseudo labels provide more dense supervision than point labels, the location decoder and mask decoder of the panoptic branch can be optimized better with pseudo labels.

Comparison with Related Works

In this part, we compare our method with other related works. We train our model with $P_1$ and $P_{10}$ labels on MS COCO and PASCAL VOC, then evaluate our model on the val set of these two datasets. $P_1$ and $P_{10}$ are generated in the same way as PSPS. As shown in Table 9, in the $P_{10}$ setting, our method improves previous SOTA model PSPS by 7.2% and 6.5% on two datasets. In the $P_1$ setting, our model also outperforms PSPS by 3.7% and 2.2% on two datasets, showing comparable performance (33.0% vs 33.1%) with PSPS trained by $P_{10}$ on MS COCO. We should note that both our method and PSPS are based on Panoptic SegFormer, the great boost of model performance comes from the improvement of pseudo labels. We compare our pseudo labels with PSPS’s in Figure 5, PSPS’s hand-crafted traversing distance is directly based on its semantic segmentation results, semantic segmentation errors deteriorate the pseudo panoptic label, our auxiliary semantic branch just assists the model training and semantic segmentation errors don’t influence our panoptic label, our pseudo labels are more accurate than those of PSPS.

Table 9: Comparison with other SOTA works on VOC and COCO datasets. All the models are evaluated on MS COCO val set and VOC val set with PQ, PQ$^*_{st}$, and PQ$^*_{th}$. $M$ denotes full mask supervision, $B$ denotes bounding-box supervision, $I$ denotes image class label supervision, $P_1$ ($P_{10}$) denotes supervision with one point label (ten point labels) per instance.

![Figure 5: Pseudo label comparison with PSPS](image)

Figure 5: Pseudo label comparison with PSPS, “sem” denotes semantic segmentation results from semantic branch of PSPS or our auxiliary branch, “pan” denotes the pseudo panoptic label. Semantic segmentation errors are introduced to panoptic labels in PSPS model ((a), (b), (c), (e)), these errors don’t influence the panoptic label in our model ((c), (d), (e), (f)). Models are trained with $P_{10}$ label.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a fully data-driven pseudo label branch to estimate dense pseudo labels from point labels to train panoptic segmentation models. This branch is optimized by point labels end-to-end, it learns from all point labels of the dataset and estimates more accurate pseudo labels than previous methods which estimate pseudo labels based on hand-crafted rules. Besides, we adopt an auxiliary branch to assist the training of the pseudo label branch by sharing parameters. Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our method and our model achieves new state-of-the-art performance.
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